
 

 

 

Finnish handcrafted design made of glass to Scandinavia's largest platform for design! 

Essis by Lasilinkki will bring new opportunities and alternatives to the traditional glasses for interior design at the 

Stockholm furniture fair in February this year. We manufacture various patterned glasses ourselves in several different 

shades for interior glass solutions such as glass doors, glass walls and glass furniture. Since the pattern can be almost 

anything, it opens the possibility for versatile and personal interior design with glass. 

"From the very beginning, I have known that we have something very special and truly unique in our hands. Not only 

that we do something that others don't, but that we have the best and most skilled glass masters. We have slowly 

grown our decorative glass side and, above all, in the last 5 years, we have invested in melted patterned glass, recycled 

glass products and custom work." describes Essi Sundman, founder and creative director of the Essis by Lasilinkki brand. 

"The Stockholm furniture fair has been my dream for a long time. But this is not just about the dream, it’s also a 

continuation of long development work and internationalization. We can create unique ensembles with our glasses for 

interior decoration and we want to show it to everyone. Glass is a versatile material, and its possibilities are endless," 

Sundman enthuses. 

Individual decorating with glass 

We want to emphasize our “superpowers” at the event! Our melted patterned glass will appear in different glass 

surfaces; from tables to glass doors to illuminated wall panels. We are also introducing diverse design of our new small 

products for the first time.  

We also want to showcase the perfect combination of the beautiful lightness and transparency of glass with the warmth 

of wood. The shades are discreet and harmonious, so that the striking glass works, and design of the glass can stand out. 

The design of our stand has been done in cooperation with Poiat Studio. In addition to that, we also cooperate in the 

production of the stand with both our local partners and as well as new acquaintances. You can find our stand in C13:13. 

Additional information and requests for interview essi.sundman@lasilinkki.fi / 0405652957 / wwww.lasilinkki.fi/ 

@essisbylasilinkki 

 

Pictures: http://www.kuvat.fi/ZXMJQK4TC7 (Kansio: SFF2023) 
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Essis by Lasilinkki 

Lasilinkki is a family business founded in 1983, which over the decades has become one of the most versatile glass 

houses in Finland. Lasilinkkis CEO is currently Essi Sundman, who is already in the third generation as an entrepreneur. 

Essis by Lasilinkki is an interior glass brand that started in 2010. Essis was born out of love for the versatility of glass and 

decorating with glass. 

Essis's main strength is its own glass masters, who have been working and shaping glass for years, bringing the endless 

possibilities of using glass within everyone's reach. Essis is also influenced by a group of Finnish designers who are 

passionate about glass and see its many possibilities. 

In Essis, vision, inspiration, and individuality are especially emphasized, which enable sustainable and timeless design.  

Essis by Lasilinkki's decorative glasses include glass solutions customized for customers as well as Essis Collection glass 

products. Our superpowers are craftsmanship and unique recycled and fused glass products.  
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